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Appendix on Metrics

What we know about housing, supply, and affordability is dependent upon the metrics we
use to keep track. Here we discuss common metrics and how they’ve effectively been built up
from scratch. What are the best metrics for assessing if a given place has enough housing,
just the right amount, or too much? Whether you’re a potential renter or buyer or an analyst
or policymaker, the answer really depends on what you’re looking for.
For potential renters and buyers, if you can’t find what you’re looking for and/or it’s not
in your price range, then there’s not enough housing. If you can find it, then there’s just the
right amount. When is there too much housing? Mostly if you’re already comfortably housed,
but concerned about changes to your neighbourhood and/or you’re looking to maximize the
price you can get for renting or selling your housing. So we can root a set of foundational
answers to questions about housing supply in peoples’ direct experiences interacting with the
housing market. We can also extend this to non-market housing. If there are people on the
waitlist, there’s not enough non-market housing (there are always people on the waitlist).
But decisions about whether we have enough housing aren’t actually left to people interacting directly with housing markets. Most people can’t add much to the supply of housing
by themselves. Housing has become exceptionally technical, and a vast slew of regulations
now prevent most self-building except in informal sectors (in Vancouver most notably the
subdivision of existing dwellings into suites, only a minority of which comply with building
codes and have a permit). Instead most decisions about how much housing we have are
produced via a combination of developers working through their financial models in conjunction with planners, regulators, and politicians working with tight existing constraints
on what can be built where. Interestingly, both the comfortably housed and those looking
to maximize their prices for selling housing DO get a voice. Why? They tend to be the
ones electing (and speaking directly to) local politicians. This group notably includes local
developers, who are both actively engaged in maximizing the prices they can get for selling
housing and actively engaged in local politics.
So how do we know if we have enough housing in a given place? Or, since the answer
always depends upon the perspective, how do we hear from potential residents (including
renters and buyers) about whether THEY have enough housing? Their voices are the ones
that tend to get left out of debates. Usually, to the extent their voices are heard at all, it’s
through some set of metrics informing decision-makers. So let’s return to metrics, because
different metrics tell us different things!
Ideally decision-makers consider metrics with specific goals in mind: do we have enough
housing in a given place for what purpose? Are we interested in enough housing to meet demand, preserve affordability, or address need? Enough to promote the right kind of growth?
Enough to support transit, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, promote urban vitality? Or
perhaps we’re worried about too much housing to support our preferred sales price, keep
out the wrong kind of people, preserve our favourite aesthetic, maintain green space, or
just generally keep our neighbourhood the way we like it? Being clear about these goals is
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helpful, insofar as they set the criteria for which metrics can provide meaningful answers. If
we can decide on our criteria, then we still have to figure out the right metric. Let’s start
by looking at the four common elements that make up most metrics:
•
•
•
•

Dwellings
Money
People
Land

These are the things we tend to track with our metrics for whether or not we have enough
housing, just the right amount, or too much. Dwellings are housing. If we want to figure
out if we have enough, then we definitely need to keep track of dwellings. Of note, dwellings
can also be differentiated by square footage, number of bedrooms, and related characteristics. Money is an expression of desire, weighted by wealth and/or income (and hence also
inherently unequal). People are bodies, variously disposed to live together and share space.
Both money and people move around, unlike most dwellings, which are fixed in place. Land
is how we fix dwellings in place, and can support various numbers of dwellings. By virtue
of fixing dwellings in place, land also defines various kinds of places we might be concerned
about: e.g. neighbourhoods, cities, and metropolitan areas. Places are connected to one another: what happens Downtown has an impact on nearby neighbourhoods (e.g. Kitsilano),
just as what happens in the City of Vancouver has effects on what happens in the City
of Surrey. As a result, metrics should pay careful attention both to place of interest and
interconnection between places. In the background, fitting these elements together, we also
want to keep in mind that time matters to how we construct metrics.
The key metrics we tend to track often involve just two of the elements above, measured
at varying scales of aggregation, places, and times. We can provide a quick but useful
guide to the different questions answered by key metrics relating to whether we have enough
housing supply (for what?), that also includes implied mechanisms embedded in the metric,
who gets represented in the metric, and legal incorporations of the metric.

1.1

Do we have enough housing?

How we define elements matters to how the metrics work, as does how we incorporate time
and the level of aggregation (individuals, households, census tracts, cities, metro areas). We’ll
keep coming back to these throughout, often with reference to examples from Vancouver,
the metro area we know best, but it’s helpful to start by keeping things simple.

1.2

Money per Dwelling (a.k.a. price)

For What? Enough to Preserve Affordability? (or exclusivity / make $)
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Simple Metrics
Money
Dwelling

/

Person
Dwelling

/

Dwelling
Land

/

For what?

Mechanism

Representation

Legal Incorporation
Promote
af- Market alloca- Unequal,
In- Limited (rent
fordability
/ tion
cludes potential control,
tarmake $
movers
gets, etc.)
Avoid residen- Rationing allo- Mostly Equal, Sharing Rules
tial crowding
cation
Excludes po- (occupancy
tential movers
codes)
Promote
/ Rationing allo- Mostly Absent Sharing Rules
Avoid Urban- cation
(zoning)
ism

Mechanism: Market Price as meeting point of Supply (Enough) & Demand. . . Reflects
vast majority of actual production & distribution of housing
Representation: Unequal (weighed by wealth/income) But incorporates potential movers
& uncounted!
Legal Incorporation: Limited (Rent Control, Building Targets, School Tax triggers,
etc.)
Perhaps the most obvious way to bring these elements together is by asking how much
dwellings cost. Given the persistence of market allocation for housing, there will always be
enough housing to meet demand. . . at some price. That’s because the price mechanism sets
prices at where demand curves and supply curves meet. Put differently, the demand for $1
dwellings is practically limitless. The demand for $100 million dwellings is practically zero
(so far). In between, there’s a demand curve specifying how many dwellings would sell at
what price. On the supply side, self-interested owners would rarely sell dwellings if they
could only sell them for $1. But they’d probably sell as many as they could get away with if
they could sell them for $100 million. In between there’s a supply curve specifying how many
dwellings will be sold at what price. The market pricing mechanism moves prices toward
equilibrium where demand and supply curves meet.
How about if you don’t just want to meet demand, but you want to meet it at a particular
price? Maybe you want the market to meet a certain affordability threshold for a certain
kind of dwelling? Let’s define this better: do we have enough housing if we want the average
two bedroom dwelling priced at $250,000? In some places (e.g. Edmonton), this isn’t far
off the mark. There’s enough housing there relative to demand that two bedroom dwellings
sell for about $250,000. In other places (e.g. Vancouver), there’s not enough two bedroom
dwellings to go around to everyone who might want them at that price, so they’re bid up to
a far higher price. It would take the addition of a lot more dwellings to bring prices down
to $250,000. So if that’s where you want prices to go, then there is definitely not enough
housing.
We can see the strong relationship between price change and how many dwellings are for
4
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sale over time in the Greater Vancouver MLS area. Here the number of dwellings for sale are
expressed as months of inventory - MOI - relating a given month’s inventory to the average
sales in a month. Higher MOI suggests it will take longer for dwellings on offer to sell, as
buyers choose their way through the market. The longer it takes to sell, the more sellers
tend to lower their prices. Hence sale prices go down as months of inventory rises. Prices
go up as inventory for sale declines, and dwellings for sale receive multiple offers - giving
sellers more leeway in setting prices. This can be seen nicely in the following image from the
Vancouver Housing Analysis Blog.

The same general dynamics apply to the market pricing mechanism for apartment rents.
Landlords respond to their understanding of local supply and demand when setting their
asking rents. The longer their apartments stay on the market without being rented, the more
likely they are to lower their asking rents accordingly. Vacancy rates measure the supply of
apartments for rent. Correspondingly, the negative correlation between vacancy rates and
rent change is very strong. As vacancy rates go up, rents come down. Here’s a comparison
by metropolitan area in Canada.
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Say you want to ensure average rents for two bedroom apartments are affordable, at
about $1,200/mo (again, around the rent level of Edmonton, vacancy rate around 5%). The
takeaway from the above would appear to be that if you want to lower rents to this level in
a market like Metro Vancouver (average rent @ $1,650, asking rents much higher, vacancy
rate around 1%), then you need to ensure that a lot more two bedroom apartments come on
the market to rent. In short, you don’t have enough housing.
Exactly how many two bedroom apartments would you need to add to bring average two
bedroom rents down to $1,200/mo in Vancouver? This is a tricky (and worthy) question to
answer. It would require knowing the shape of the demand curve (made up by knowing how
many apartments would be rented at each rent from, say $1/mo to $1 million/mo). It would
be difficult to figure this out, even if we could ask everyone in Vancouver what rent they’d
be willing to pay for a two bedroom apartment. Why? Two reasons: 1) at lower rent points,
some people might be willing to pay for multiple two bedroom apartments (rich people do all
kinds of odd things, and when we use price as our metric, the whims of the wealthy matter
more than the needs of the poor); 2) we should almost certainly assume that there are a lot
of people living outside of Vancouver (including former residents) who would love to move
here if they could find a two bedroom apartment for $1,200/mo. They only get a vote in
how much housing gets built through their influence on the demand curve. Otherwise they
don’t get heard at all. So it’s difficult to tell just how many two bedroom apartments we
would need to add to bring Metro Vancouver rents down to $1,200/mo.
Another way to set a metric is to set an ideal vacancy rate instead of a specific rent.
Vacancy rate targeting was explicitly mentioned by several candidates in the last City of
6
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Vancouver civic election. Inflation-adjusted rents tend to fall when vacancy rates rise above
3%. Setting a vacancy rate target of 4% or 5% will work to deflate rents.
In general, if your goal in asking if a place has enough housing is to preserve the affordability of market housing, then change in prices (or rents) should be your metric. If prices
are climbing higher (or descending lower) then you want them to be, then you should work
to add to (or reduce) the supply of housing accordingly. Here we benchmark prices and rents
in major Canadian metros for comparison purposes.
Home Price Index and primary market rent index

CMA

250

Calgary
Montréal

Index

Toronto
200

Vancouver

Type
150

HPI
Rent Index

100
2005

2010

2015

2020

RPS Real Property Solutions HPI, CMHC RMS

In Calgary rent index and HPI mirror each other well, Toronto’s and Vancouver’s rent
index appears quite muted in comparison, which is likely partially a function of rent control.
Nonetheless, home prices and rents both saw an acceleration since 2015, with rents being a
less reliable signal due to rent control. In this situation it might be useful to augment the
rent index with the moving penalty that’s also discussed further below.
Returning to solutions, how do we add to the supply of housing? Generally the most
important way to add supply is to build more housing. It’s what builders do. But it’s
worth noting that if they want to build more housing, builders get stuck in the middle
of even more demand and supply curves. Labour, materials, and (most variably) land all
influence the costs of constructing new housing. Just like buyers and sellers in the housing
market, builders also watch price signals, and they tend to build when they think they can
sell the housing they construct for a significantly higher price than they pay to purchase
labour, materials, and land, with the difference equal to profit. The Minimum Profitable
Production Cost (MPPC), or the minimum cost to bring a new unit to market, sets a hard
cap on when builders have any incentive at all to try and add housing. As a result, it also
provides a lower bound on the price of new market housing. And this minimum cost rises
7
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as density increases and construction becomes more involved and expensive (the minimum
profitable production cost of new rental housing in Vancouver is currently too high for market
developers to offer new two bedroom apartments at $1,200 market rents). Not surprisingly,
holding other characteristics constant, new housing always tends to be more expensive than
old housing. As a result, when you compare new housing to old housing, it might seem
like new housing is doing nothing at all to bring down prices. But when you consider that
building new housing is the primary way of adding more dwellings to the market overall then
you get how new housing might “soak up” some of the demand in a given market, thereby
lowering the prices of older housing from where they’d otherwise be and bringing down prices
overall. Of course, building new housing only adds to the total housing market to the extent
that you build more new housing than you demolish, a point to which we’ll return below.
Aside from demolitions, how would one reduce the supply of housing? Generally speaking,
we seldom see demolitions exceed new construction, so this doesn’t happen much. But there
are a few examples we can talk through, perhaps most prominently AirBnB. In response
to new profit-making incentives of AirBnB, many property owners have removed dwellings
from the long-term rental market into the short-term, hotel-style market (these markets
once weren’t so distinct, but they have become so over time with the passage of laws like
BC’s Residential Tenancy Act). As dwellings get removed from the long-term rental market,
it drives down vacancy rates and correspondingly drives up asking rents for those units
remaining.
What else matters? Location, location, location. Additions and subtractions from the
supply of dwellings for sale or rent don’t just have local effects. Their effects spill over into
places near and far, tied together by their fixture to land and to transportation networks.
For instance, the effects of building and renting out a bunch of new housing in Downtown
Vancouver may be felt in asking rents in suburban Surrey. The degree to which additions
of housing in one place affect rents in another is heavily dependent upon how long it takes
and how much it costs to travel between them as well as to job centres and amenities.
That said, some observers suggest that hyper-local “induced demand” may come in to play,
meaning that new construction in Downtown Vancouver could potentially drop asking rents
in suburban Surrey more than asking rents Downtown. The preponderance of evidence from
careful studies suggests that local rents drop when local supply is added (see Berkeley IGS
brief from 2016 here; Upjohn Institute studies from 2019 here & here; Xiaodi Li’s 2019 study
of NYC here; and a partially contrary finding from a 2020 CURA study for Minneapolis
here).
So far we’re also talking strictly about dwelling characteristics like bedrooms and size,
but not about the structural type of dwellings. We can’t add more single family homes in the
inner municipalities in Vancouver, so market mechanisms are constrained in terms of reducing
the rent or price when we restrict ourselves to single family homes in the inner municipalities.
Being very picky on location can have similar effects. Adding condos or rental properties
in the downtown peninsula is more expensive than adding them in e.g. Dunbar. Adding
housing in downtown requires concrete high-rise, which is substantially more expensive than
4 or 6 storey low rise which can still add significant housing in Dunbar. Providing amenities
8
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like public spaces and libraries for a growing population is also more expensive in areas
that are already denser. Given demand and various constraints, it’s quite possible that the
market won’t ever be able to supply rental housing at a cost that can push rents down into
the $1,200/month range (or push the sale price into the $250,000 range) for a 2 bedroom
apartment in Downtown Vancouver. But Surrey seems possible. Regardless, if we want to
try we have clear price signals that we’d need to add a lot more 2 bedroom apartments than
we have now.
Money per Dwelling metrics (price per dwelling, per sq. ft., rents per BR, etc.), and
related transactional metrics (rental vacancies, sales listings, etc.) reflect market pricing
mechanisms. Inequality is built into these measures as a reflection of how market allocation
weighs the whims of the wealthy of greater importance than the desperate desires of the
poor. Correspondingly, reductions in inequality make for more egalitarian housing outcomes.
Given market allocation of housing, this is the class of metrics people should turn to if
they’re interested in achieving or preserving affordability. They provide the clearest path
for identifying if there’s enough (or too much) housing when affordability is the criteria of
interest. Of course, these metrics don’t resolve the debate between those who want prices
and rents to rise (home sellers and landlords) and those who want them to come down (home
buyers and renters), but at least they provide a common empirical grounding.

1.3

People per Dwelling (a.k.a. residential crowding)

For What? Enough to Avoid Residential Crowding?
Mechanism: Rationing (Reflects non-market housing)
Representation: Mostly equal (though see need-based distinctions) Almost never incorporates potential movers & uncounted!
Legal Incorporation: Sharing Rules (Max Occupancy Codes, NOS, Fire Bylaws)
People per dwelling provides a different class of metrics for thinking about whether there’s
enough housing, focused on residential crowding. Fundamentally these metrics ask if there
are there enough dwellings to “fit” the number of people we have in a given place. Of course,
this is only a potential measure of fit when houses are mostly distributed by the market.
Wealthy people probably take up way more room (and rooms) than they need, while poor
people more often end up stuffed together. There are two solutions to this situation: one
is to ration housing, so that extra rooms are shared around. We see this only for the small
proportion of our housing stock that’s non-market housing. Market housing isn’t at all
rationed according to need, but instead doled out by wealth-weighted desire (money). The
other solution, far more common across North America, is to outlaw too much residential
crowding via maximum occupancy codes and sharing rules. This is very common, and in
the absence of rationing housing according to need this tends to lead to the exclusion of
poor people altogether. Once they’re shut out of a community, they’re no longer included
9
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in crowding metrics.
Across most of Canada residential crowding remains low. This is especially true of those
places with strong municipal regulations against crowding (e.g. fire codes and occupancy
standards) and market distribution of housing. Non-urban, non-market housing, especially
on First Nations reserves and in Nunavut, where rationing is more common, tends to be where
we see the greatest number of people per dwelling. Here we see a real failure of investment in
non-market housing to match occupancy standards observed elsewhere, though differences
in family sizes and cultural openness to different rules for living together also play a role.
Average household size
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
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Edmonton
Kitchener − Cambridge − Waterloo
Ontario
Manitoba
Vancouver
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Winnipeg
Saskatchewan
Ottawa − Gatineau
British Columbia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland and Labrador
Montréal
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New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Quebec
Québec
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3

Average household size
StatCan Census 2016

While crude aggregate crowding metrics can help reveal the lack of housing across reservations and Northern territories, they don’t tell us much about differences between metropolitan areas, which stick together in a relatively narrow range between two to three people
per dwelling. The narrow range reflects how crowding is both generally outlawed and also
discouraged by market mechanisms distributing the vast majority of housing (above). We
also know residential crowding is on the decline in most places, resulting from long-term
declines in childbearing, family size, and tolerance for living together combined with the
general rise of affluence, occupancy standards and enforcement. Correspondingly, crude aggregate crowding metrics should probably not be used to answer questions about whether
metros or municipalities have enough housing. They don’t tell us much.
Despite their problematic nature, people per dwelling metrics are commonly used to
answer questions for which they’re not suited. Several municipal planners and even a couple
of academics have used new persons (or new households) per new dwelling as a metric
for whether a place is adding enough housing. Given constraints on crowding and market
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mechanisms, this is equivalent to asking whether housing supply is meeting demand (as
above). Of course it is! By definition, local housing is ALWAYS meeting demand (at some
price). Similarly, by definition if you count all of the housed people added and all of the
new housing added in a given location, it will always appear that enough housing has been
provided to house everyone (at some level of crowding). After all, only housed people are
counted, meaning only the net “winners” able to out-compete others for the dwellings being
offered by the market. Net “losers” not provided housing by the market don’t get counted
at all! Put differently, if price metrics weigh the whims of the wealthy too high relative to
the needs of the poor (a valid critique), then crowding metrics ignore everyone without local
housing entirely: all the people who want to live in a place but are prevented from finding
housing there don’t get a vote.
Contributing to this fundamental problem, net housing additions are also often poorly
counted, either because of changing census methods or failure to combine completions data
with demolitions data. This has proven a particular problem for analyses that take for
granted how people distribute themselves into households and simply compare new households to new dwellings, taking the leftover number of new dwellings as “empty” excess (in
this case, the number of net new housed households can never exceed the number of net
new dwellings except in cases where there were previous “empty” dwellings). Given the
myriad of problems involved, crude aggregate measures of new persons or new household
per new dwelling are especially poor metrics for determining if metro areas or municipalities
are building enough. The answer they provide, by default, is practically always “yes.” For
similar reasons, reinterpreting past census counts into population projections as the basis
for how much housing development to allow is backwards. In high demand places, the availability of housing limits population growth rather than the other way around. Planners and
academics should stop using metrics that count only local winners as answers to whether
we’re building enough housing.
What about more refined measurements of crowding at different levels of analysis? These
are often worthwhile to consider. Given a few strong assumptions about the privacy needs of
people while they sleep (practically the least interesting activity they undertake), residential
crowding can be measured in terms of bedrooms rather than simply dwellings. Measured at
the household level, we can get a sense of how many households are living in dwellings that
force more than two people to share a bedroom. We can come up with even more elaborate
rules, as in the Canadian National Occupancy Standard, where we assume people need one
bedroom per sleeper, but we allow couples to share with each other, and kids to share with
other kids (below age 6) and other kids of the same gender (below age 18). Applying these
rules more clearly demonstrates the residential crowding on First Nations and in Nunavut.
But once again, the metric tells us little about most municipal and metropolitan variation.
We can also refine measures to explore residential sharing at particular ages. When do
children leave home? It might be that adult children remaining living with their parents is a
sign of need for more dwellings. This is tenuous as an indicator (some children want to stay
home, others do not), but interesting!
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Share of crowded households
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We can also count individuals without dwellings. This is a form of mismatch. Given the
current distribution of housing, how many people are going without? Homeless counts offer
an important signal about whether there’s enough housing: if we can count people who are
homeless, then there is not enough housing. But this is a broader problem with inequality.
Bringing more housing to market may not solve the problem, especially since the demand for
housing isn’t just local, and the whims of the wealthy will continue to outweigh the needs of
the homeless. Homeless counts are an especially good signal of the need for more non-market
housing.
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Of course, another good signal of the need for non-market housing are the waitlists for
cooperative, subsidized and supportive housing. Effectively, both homeless counts and nonmarket housing waitlists register urgent local needs not being met by the market distribution
of housing. That said, homeless counts and waitlists suffer some of the same problems as
other crowding metrics insofar as they only tend to record housing need that’s already in
a given locale. But people fall in and out of need and they also move. The dire needs of
refugees in tent camps tens or thousands of miles away do not get considered, even if those
refugees might eventually show up in a municipality. As a result, there remain difficulties
in determining just how much need to meet: there are probably no ethically satisfactory
stopping points. And even if there were, under rationing systems of all sorts, housing waitlists
can grow to enormous lengths. As with attempts to preserve market affordability, we can
know we need to build a lot more non-market housing without necessarily knowing when (or
if) we should stop.
Finally, returning to the notion of “excess” dwellings, we can also count dwellings without people in them. This is ultimately a bad measure of whether there’s enough housing
without a) greater knowledge of the reasons why units appear to be empty and without b)
a corresponding will to expropriate “bad” empty units and ration them out according to
need. Speaking to the first point, if dwellings register as “vacant” and available to the mar-
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ket (e.g. rental vacancies or unoccupied sales listings), then these dwellings will help reduce
prices (see above). If they’re not on the market, they may reflect development processes
(pre-demolition or recently constructed dwellings) working toward adding more housing.
A variety of other procedural transitions (deaths, inheritances, etc.) may also account for
dwellings without people in them before we get to second “vacation” residences (whims of the
wealthy, etc.), and alternative uses (AirBnBs, etc.). To the extent these kinds of unoccupied
dwellings are rising, they may result in reductions to the market supply of housing, pushing
up prices for dwellings that remain. Finally, keeping housing empty and off the market may
result from attempts to reduce transaction costs and/or speculatively manipulate market
pricing. This is of greatest concern from the standpoint of maintaining market stability and
affordability. The diversity of reasons that dwellings might show up as unoccupied means
that, by itself, keeping track of unoccupied or empty dwellings is probably a bad measure
of whether the market is building enough housing. After all, empty units may be adding
to supply or detracting from supply, with varying affects on affordability, depending upon
whether they’re on the market. That said, like homeless counts, “empty home” counts can
be useful as an indicator of how the market is working to match people to dwellings (given
underlying and unmeasured inequality). Moreover, empty homes can be bad in their own
right, potentially deadening neighbourhoods. A Lincoln Institute report defines thresholds
at which vacancy becomes a problem, with “low” vacancy (a problem for facilitating moves)
below 4%, “reasonable” vacancy between 4%-8%, and high vacancies at 8%-20%. “Hypervacancy” (20% or more) poses special problems, especially in the case of declining cities. All
major Canadian metro areas fit in the “reasonable range.”
Unoccupied or temporarily occupied dwellings
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But in high demand cities, lots of empty homes can point toward the desirability of
higher property taxes, potentially including Empty Homes Taxes, which can distinguish
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between types of vacancies and induce owners of empty units and second homes to more
quickly return them to market, boosting supply and lowering prices. This will reduce the
profitability of any speculative market manipulation. But of course another response to that
kind of manipulation is to add more dwellings and credibly promise to keep adding dwellings,
placing pressure on prices and rents to lower over time and make speculation unprofitable.
(See also our discussion of empty homes in our appendix on common housing narratives).

1.4

Dwellings per Land (a.k.a. dwelling density)

For What? Enough to Promote / Prevent Urbanism? Enough to support workers living
close to jobs?
Mechanism: Rationing (though see Density Bonusing)
Representation: People mostly don’t get to vote through this metric (but often fought
over)
Legal Incorporation: Sharing Rules (Zoning Bylaws, etc.)
Dwellings per unit of land as a class of metrics measures dwelling density, constituting
yet a different aspect of whether there’s enough (or too much) housing in a given place.
This class of metrics has important implications for urban dynamism and environmental
impact. It also has potential effects on for parking, noise, and the preferred aesthetics of
many neighbourhood organizers. Dwellings per unit of land is often measured as dwellings
per acre or hectare. Beyond definitional issues, there are tricky aspects to measuring this,
insofar as both the areal unit (lot, block, neighbourhood, municipality, metro area) and what
gets counted as potential land for dwellings (in the denominator) really matters. If we’re
interested in housing density, should one count only land allowing dwellings? What about
streets? Or other land uses, like industrial parks? What about recreational parks? Schools?
Subtracting out streetscapes makes a big difference, and when other features fall within small
areal units, like blocks, they can really affect measures of housing density, making a block
with a park look much less than dense than the block next door, even if both are made up
of entirely the same kind of housing. Counting only land allowing dwellings constitutes “net
housing density” while counting all land and uses constitutes “gross housing density.”
Overall it’s worth noting that this class of metrics is also a bit of a dodge, since often what
we’re really interested is people per unit of land, better known as population density. After
all more people in a given place constitute more potential interactants in public spaces, more
likely transit riders, more shares of infrastructure, and more possible “eyes on the street.”
More people also constitute more potential competition for parking and services. People
sharing space are also often understood to be poor and potentially dangerous, bringing down
property values. So debates over housing density as a class of metrics are often really about
how many people should be encouraged or tolerated in a given place. But the regulatory
powers of cities are stronger over buildings than bodies, so the focus often ends up being on
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dwelling density rather than population density. Aside from population density, dwellings per
unit of land can have independent effects on the aesthetic “character” of neighbourhoods,
as expressed by many peoples’ aversions to high-rises. As noted above, we can, more or
less, substitute between population density and housing density just by dividing population
density by average household size. This doesn’t always work, insofar as denser housing
tends to hold smaller households, but it still gives us a rough translation. We can even
figure in unoccupied dwellings if we want, which would give us an overall standard of about
2.34 people per dwelling in Metro Vancover. As an in-between metric, we could measure
bedrooms per acre. Bedrooms relate more closely to population than dwellings, and are
often similarly regulated by cities.

In terms of impact, housing density (or dwellings per acre) has been linked to urban
vitality. Jane Jacobs famously set a few thresholds for what she considered suburban (six
or fewer dwellings per acre) and truly urban (one hundred or more dwellings per acre). She
considered “in-between densities” as less conducive to the “lively diversity and public life” of
the city. Needless to say, the vast majority of the landscape of North American cities fall in
Jacobs’ “in-between” ranges, “fit, generally, for nothing but trouble.” Outside of Downtown
and a few other scattered census tracts, the same is also true of Metro Vancouver. Where
the best threshold for urban vitality might be located remains a matter for debate.
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Similar thresholds have been suggested for what kind of densities can support urban
transit. Commonly cited thresholds suggest about 12 dwellings per acre around a large
central business district is enough to support a decent urban transit system. Guerra &
Cervero provide more careful updates on this estimate, exploring capital costs in conjunction
with what can be supported by population and jobs located near stations. Using their
estimates, a project like Vancouver’s forthcoming skytrain extension along Broadway, at a
capital cost of nearly $500/km2 CAD (nearly $600/sq mile USD), would require over 120
people per acre gross population density to support, or more than 50 dwellings per acre near
skytrain stations.
Generally speaking, higher dwelling densities enable more transit viability, encourage
people to get out of their cars (when coupled with jobs and commercial destinations), promote lower energy useage and generally support transitions to more sustainable cities. But
higher dwelling densities also challenge some peoples’ conceptions of what they want their
neighbourhoods to look like and how many people they want to compete with for parking. Moreover, higher dwelling densities tend to be forbidden on the vast majority of North
America’s urban land base. Why? Zoning.
Most residential land, including in the City of Vancouver and surrounding suburbs, is
zoned to support single-family residential character. At its strictest, single-family zoning
insures only one dwelling can be built per lot, and in some cases minimum lot sizes can
18
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be enormous. Dwellings are often rationed out according to quite draconian land use rules.
Even on the relatively modest 33’ x 122’ standard residential lots that make up a large
part of Vancouver’s urban landscape, a single dwelling per lot standard nets only about
10 dwellings per residential acre. Initiatives to add and legalize secondary suites, laneway
houses, and most recently duplexes (with secondary suites) means that the actual range of
legal dwellings per lot on most single-family zoned land in the City of Vancouver can get all
the way up to 40 dwellings per acre. Not bad, but nowhere near the densities supportive
of urban vitality or skytrains. Moreover, 40 is just the theoretical maximum, and housing
generally does not come close to achieving this. In the City of Vancouver 40% of building
permits on such lots are for structures with just a single dwelling unit, suggesting that
dwelling density is increasing only very slowly and has barely managed to keep population
constant by counter-balancing shrinking households sizes.
On the other hand, a 33’ x 122’ lot located within a commercial zone in Vancouver is
allowed greater dwelling density and the ability to build out to lot lines. Even under the
same broad height restrictions applied to single-family zoning, twelve dwellings can easily be
fit into a given lot while retaining a central courtyard, achieving a dwelling density of about
120 dwellings per residential acre, like this low-rise apartment building in a C-2 (where one
of the co-authors of this post lived when he first moved to Vancouver). This moves solidly
into Jane Jacobs & heavy transit supportive territory, though the difference between net
density and gross density suggests we’re still not quite there yet.

1.5

Compound Metrics

In addition to our basic metrics, discussed above, a number of more complicated metrics,
often compounds, have also increasingly been employed in housing discussions. This can
be good, especially when compound metrics are narrowly tailored to specific problems and
testing specific assumptions. But compound metrics can also lead housing discussions astray
when the assumptions used to build them fail to reflect underlying processes and mechanisms
of interest. We’ll quickly discuss a few compound metrics of interest.

1.6

Median Multiples (Price-to-Income Ratios)

Price-to-Income Ratios take some form of housing price (money per dwelling) and compare
them to some form of income (money per person) across some sort of region (neighbourhood,
municipality, metro, province). They were first broadly popularized by the think-tank Demographia to compare the price-to-income ratios of single-family detached dwellings across
different metro areas, with the explicit aim of encouraging suburban living and attacking
controls, like urban containment boundaries and agricultural land reserves, meant to constrain sprawl. But the kinds of housing compared and the kinds of income compared can
vary widely. Prices could reflect only single-family detached dwellings, or the full range of
dwellings (as seems to be the case in more recent Demographia reports). They could also
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reflect median dwelling values (as estimated by owners in census responses), or sales prices
for recent sales of dwellings. Though used less often, prices could also reflect median rents,
specifically targeted, for instance, at rents of 1BR apartments. Median incomes may be
constructed across a similar range of possibilities, from individual before-tax incomes, to
household after-tax incomes (including benefits). Medians are generally chosen as a measure
of central tendency to avoid the skewing that can be present in average data (where the
rich, for instance, are often very rich, pulling averages upward to where they’re no longer
reflective of the experience of households in the middle). The range of possible constructions
of price-to-income ratios suggests that the specifics of median multiples measures matter.
Similarly, the accuracy and consistency of data sources also matter.
As an example, here are price to income ratios using two specifications of price (price
per square foot and rent for central city apartments) set against estimates of personal income constructed from crowd-sourced numbeo data. Even using the same consistent data
source, varying the specification from sale price per square footage to rental costs for a
1BR apartment downtown provides dramatic variation in the ordering of metros by housing
affordability.

At the same time, these kinds of comparisons should be treated with caution. Different tax regimed both for income and for property, different mortgage interest rates, different
household compositions, different housing mix and different tenure mixes can all have sizable
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impacts on this metric. Take for example property taxes in Vancouver and Seattle. Vancouver’s property taxes are 1 percentage point lower than in Seattle, so Vancouver owners
pay significantly lower property taxes over the life of the property. If we assume a generous
4 annual interest rate and that this 1 percentage point spread stays constant over time, this
spread amounts to a present value of 20% of the value of the property. In other words, a
Vancouver property valued at $1M comes with a $200k in present value of future tax savings
compared to a similarly valued home in Seattle.
Household composition can also have strong effects on median household income metrics.
For example, Vancouver has a comparatively high share of 1 person households. Since
1 person households tend to have lower income than 2 or more person households, that
depresses Vancouver’s overall household income. Taking Toronto as comparison, the City
of Vancouver has a lower overall household income than the City of Toronto, but taken
separately, Vancouver’s median 1 person household income, as well as Vancouver’s median
2+ person household income are higher than their Toronto counterparts.

The metric is also taken at the ecological level, not the individual level. This can lead
to large distortions. To see this consider as an extreme example a city with two households,
one retired household with $40k annual income living in a $2M home, and one young family
with $100k annual income in a $500k home. The median multiple for this city is 18.9, but
this is more indicative of an inequality problem than a supply or demand problem.
To illustrate some of the issues mentioned, we compute a range of median multiple metrics
for Metro Vancouver.
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Metro Vancouver median multiple metrics
Median Multiple (Single detached homes to all incomes)
Median Multiple (All homes to all incomes)
Median Multiple (All homes to owner incomes)
Median ratio of assessment value to total income (all homes)
Median Multiple (Non−pensioner homes to non−pensioner owner incomes)
Median ratio of assessment value to total income (non−pensioners)
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The first metric is the traditional Demographia metric, median single detached (owner
occupied) home values to median overall incomes. We then expand this to include all homes,
not just single-detached, although we again restrict ourselves to owner-occupied homes only.
We then refine this by only considering the incomes of homeowners (those on title). We can
further refine this by taking the ratio of home values to incomes at the individual home/owner
level and then taking the median of these ratios, moving away from the ecological to the
individual level. Lastly, we can repeat the last two metrics while only considering homes
and owners that are non-pensioners.
When tailored to specific questions, the median multiple can provide interesting comparisons. But any given construction of the median multiple as a metric necessarily focuses in
on a narrowly constructed portion of housing markets. This can create big oversights. As
above, medians multiple focusing solely on sale price can miss widely divergent affordability
in rental markets. The focus on incomes also obscures the role of wealth in housing markets.
This can be important insofar as income is often a poor proxy for wealth. Here, for example,
we break wealth and income into quintiles to see how they map upon one another using
Canada’s Survey of Financial Security.
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Rather than a narrow band, where income quintile and wealth quintile map neatly upon
one another, we see a very wide band, where even households in the top of the wealth quintile
can show up in the bottom income quintile (and vice-versa). This matters insofar as income
and wealth are both distributed unequally, and can both have an enormous impact on housing
affordability, but we only tend to measure income in most median multiple specifications.
In effect, by failing to track wealth, we lose sight of an enormous driver of housing markets.
A related question is what is counted as “income” and what is not. Income concepts
generally capture only regular sources of income and in Canada tend to exclude e.g. capital
gains income. Moreover, even capital gains income in Canada as reported by taxfiler data
only counts taxable capital gains and thus e.g. excludes capital gains income derived from
the sale of a primary residence. Which can be substantial and which is often re-invested in
the purchase of another property. Without ever showing up in income metrics.
A variety of other critiques also pertain to median multiples. For instance, they tend to
lose track of household formation patterns and inter-household transfers. Choice of personal
incomes, family incomes, or household incomes, can be consequential in terms of separating processes influencing roommates, adult children living with parents, couples, and singles. Inter-household transfers can also occur between or beyond locations being compared.
Students, for instance, are frequently supported by parents living elsewhere. This can dramatically boost the price-to-income ratios of centres for higher education. Migration and
immigration can aggravate all of the problems with the metric noted above. Immigrants
can bring wealth with them, bear ties to households in other places, and be found living in
intergenerational households of some complexity.
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Finally, of course, median multiples tend to focus most upon what happens to households in the middle of income distributions and their relationship to housing at the middle
of the price distribution. This can be a mismatch, as when comparative studies of municipalities combine the incomes of renters and owners and assess them both against only
the sale price of local dwellings. This can “penalize” assessments of affordability in precisely the municipalities that have retained the greatest amount of rental stock, serving the
lowest income households, while making surrounding suburban municipalities that exclude
renters look much more affordable by comparison. This suggests close attention to scale
(e.g. neighbourhood, municipality, metro area, province). In focusing on the middle of the
income distribution, median multiple measures also quickly lose track of what happens to
affordability at the margines (e.g. higher income and lower income households).
For all these reasons, median multiples should be treated with caution. They can be
useful indicators of housing market processes, but they miss a lot of dynamics in systematic
fashion and fail to provide the holistic picture of housing markets often promised by those
employing them. They are best when carefully constructed in multiple ways specifically
tailored to the question at hand and contextualized with a variety of other indicators.

1.7

First time buyer Lorenz Curves

We don’t have to look just at medians to consider affordability. If the focus is on the
affordability of home ownership one can ask the question how attainable that goal is in a
metro area by comparing income distributions of potential first-time buyers with home prices,
factoring in prevailing interest rates, and making some assumptions about down payments.
First time buyer Lorenz Curves can give insight into this by plotting what percentage of
homes are affordable to what percentage of potential first time buyers, here modelled as nonstudent renter households not in subsidized housing with income greater than zero between
the ages of 20 to 49. But households generally don’t buy housing, economic families do, so
we will be looking at economic family units and their income.
To match up housing need and family size we match up families against housing units
with either the same number of bedrooms as family members or one bedroom fewer. We then
compare the corresponding distributions. This could be sliced differntly, but this particular
choice paints the following picture for housing affordability of the respective potential first
time buyers.
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To simplify things this metric can be condensed into a single curve for each metro area
by leaveraging the concepts of adjusted family income (by dividing the total income by the
square root of the number of family members) and applying a similar adjustment to home
prices using the number of bedrooms of the home. This rough heuristic is motivated by
family spending needs and the home prices distribution by number of bedrooms.
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Lorenz curves are useful in thinking of housing markets in a more holistic fashion than
median multiples, identifying affordability gaps across ranges. Looking at the graph we
can clearly see that people in the lowest (adjusted) income brackets aren’t able to afford
any ownership housing. Starting from the 4th (adjusted) income decile people are able
to purchase housing at or above the (adjusted) value percentile that corresponds to their
(adjusted) income percentile, with the exception of Vancouver and Toronto where potential
buyers are never able to purchase homes in the value percentile at or above their income
percentile based on income alone. This shows how in Vancouver and Toronto affordability is
not just an issue for lower income households but persists throughout the income spectrum.

1.8

Shelter Cost to Income Ratios

Where median multiples and lorenzo curves construct ratios at various geographic levels,
shelter cost to income ratios move to the individual, family or household level, asking what
proportion of current incomes are devoted to housing expenses. Often times a cut-off is established, with 30% of income devoted to shelter costs being a frequently referenced benchmark
for affordability at the household level. Of note, this cut-off is arbitrary, and has shifted
over time in many places. The cut-off also lacks a referent in terms of other needs and
expenses (see market-basket measures for an alternative). Compared with median multiples,
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the shelter cost to income ratio has the benefit of directly measuring household expenses on
housing. It can be subdivided for renters and owners and used to identify heavily burdened
households (e.g. those with less than 50% of their income left after shelter costs). Renters
consistently experience the greatest burden in keeping up with shelter costs. This isn’t surprising insofar as home buyers are frequently prevented from qualifying for mortgages if their
resulting shelter cost to income ratios reach more than 30-40% of their incomes. They may,
nevertheless, lose jobs and experience family changes (e.g. divorce) leading to high shelter
cost burdens.

1.9

Core Housing Needs

Where shelter cost to income ratios simply measure affordability, the Core Housing Need
measure constructed by CMHC builds on this shelter cost to income ratios by attempting
to integrate a number of other concerns about housing. These include adequacy (need for
major repair) and suitability (household fit). To quote from the CMHC "Core housing need
happens when:

major repairs are required and residents don’t have the means to move to a good unit in
there are not enough bedrooms for the residents, and they don’t have the means to move
the current home costs more than the residents can afford, and they do not have the mean
In effect, the measure builds upon assumptions about the level of repairs crossing a
threshhold making housing unacceptable, and about how many bedrooms a given household
needs, with the latter based on an intricate age, gender, and relationship-based normative
understanding of bedroom needs. These latter assumptions, of course, incorporate measures of residential crowding, as further discussed above. The particular formulation of these
assumptions within the Canadian National Occupancy Standards (NOS) have also been criticized as hetero-normative and culturally specific, and can prove problematic, as with other
compound measures, to the extent they misunderstand the differences in how households
use bedrooms. As with other compound metrics, the complexity of the assumptions within
the measure can lead to misleading conclusions about housing need. Also some households,
including those headed by students, are outright excluded from counting as in core need.
Specification of the appropriate geographic unit to assign as “the community” for households in terms of alternative housing potentially available also likely matters. Nevertheless,
the consistency with which the measure has been developed and deployed across Canada
makes for easy comparisons of housing need. Treated with caution, and integrated with
other metrics, core housing need continues to provide a useful standard.
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City of Vancouver core housing need vs housing standards
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1.10

Combined housing and transportation costs

Transportation costs aren’t usually considered part of housing cost, which sometimes causes
us to misread housing policy. Location of housing matters, areas in proximity to jobs and
amenities tend to command higher housing prices. In turn, people living there will spend
less on transportation, both in terms of direct transportation cost and in terms of time cost.
Every household negotiates the tradeoffs involved differently, for example one household may
opt for a small condo downtown whereas another chooses a detached house in the suburbs.
The condo downtown on it’s own may still be more expensive than the house in the suburbs,
but once the direct and time costs of transportation are factored in the cost for both may
be the same.
The Metro Vancouver Housing and Transportation Cost Burden Study is one attempt to
combine housing and transportation costs, although it misses the time cost of transportation.
Our CensusMapper maps around the hidden mortgage is another, although it only combines
housing and transportation costs at the ecological level. It’s an underdeveloped metric.
Planners can impact transportation costs more directly than they can impact housing
costs, although impacts on transportation usually have ripple effects on housing in the opposite direction. For example, transportation infrastructure like a new subway line will decrease
transportation costs in the new transit corridor and further away throughout the transit system. At the same time, the reduction in transportation cost often leads to an increase in
housing cost in the benefiting areas. But generally not all reductions in transportation costs
gets passed through to increased housing costs. That’s because of benefits of investments in
transportation infrastructure.
Investments in transportation infrastructure increases the land area, and thus the population, with easy access to jobs and amenities. It’s an abstract form of land creation in
proximity to jobs and amenities. More land means fewer people competing for a fixed size
of land, decreasing pressure on existing amenity-rich areas. This also increases mobility,
which in turn increases the productivity of the region and serves to increase incomes. Which
may not lower prices, but helps increase affordability. Failing to make good transportation
investments also has consequences on transportation costs. In a growing region it increases
congestion which in turn increases transportation costs and decreases mobility.

1.11

Unmatched workers

People relocate to different metropolitan areas for jobs (and amenities). Comparing the
number of jobs to the number of workers can give an alternative indication if we have enough
housing. More jobs than workers can imply that we aren’t building enough housing, offering
another way of thinking about regional need. We can think of mismatches as occuring at
two different levels. Mismatch can occur on a regional level when there isn’t enough housing
for workers to fill vacant jobs. Mismatch can occur within the region when housing isn’t
built near jobs, forcing people into longer commutes.
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Figure 1: Unmatched Workers
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As articulated through this metric, a fundamental economic role of cities is facilitate
matching people with jobs. When we don’t provide enough housing for the required workforce, or provide housing only far away from jobs, the city fails in this fundamental role. This
failure leads to overall increases in prices and rents, and increased price gradients within the
city, due to scarcity and income sorting.
Cities and metro areas form because a unified labour market yields productivity benefits.
Land with access to a wide variety of jobs and amenities thends to command higher prices
and to be used more intesively. Zoning often restricts how intensive land is used and pushes
people outward into longer commutes or into lower-opportunity areas where matchmaking
in the labour market is less efficient, decreasing overall economic productivity and welfare.

1.12

Setting Rules to Metrics

A lot of the metrics we describe above are set into rules (e.g. by-laws, policies, etc.) for
regulating cities. In particular: zoning by-laws often set hard limits to dwelling density
(dwellings per land) and maximum square footage (Floor Space Ratios) for given lots. The
metrics embedded in our zoning effectively mean that we’re rationing out how many dwellings
we allow per land parcel. Through the sharing rules embedded in our occupancy standards,
we’re also disallowing most residential crowding. But after we apply these rationing and
sharing rules to structure housing production and occupancy, we switch to the market in
terms of how we develop and distribute most housing. In high demand locations, the net
result of these general policies is construction for rich people and the gradual exclusion of
poor people. Their dire needs in the market weigh as less important than the whims of
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the wealthy. Since poor people are also prevented from sharing existing dwellings in high
concentrations, they can’t even get a foot in the door, and don’t show up in crowding metrics
at all.
While some rules set to metrics are built to be responsive and flexible, automatically
adjusting to conditions (e.g. setting rent control to inflation, and setting below-market rates
at a set discount from market rates), others require lengthy hearings and political debates to
change (changing zoning). As presently configured, debates about dwelling density largely
exclude everyone not currently living in our cities. Indeed, this is one reason legislators in
places like California and Oregon have moved to erode the power of municipalities to exclude
development near transit hubs. They want to give potential renters and buyers a bigger say
in whether we have enough housing by allowing them to speak through the demand curve,
encouraging developers to build more housing in these places. To date the political process
hasn’t let them get away with much, which ironically insures that developers profit hansomely
from the scarcity of new housing being added to the market. In a high demand place like
Vancouver, this means that in the long term, rents and prices tend to just keep going higher
(though as we’re learning, in the short term prices can still swing up and down in line with
speculative booms and busts, just like anywhere else!)
If we’re concerned about the exclusionary effects of high prices, we could reform our
zoning regulations to be responsive, automatically adjusting to both transit development
and market conditions (just like with rent control or the setting of below-market rents).
There seems to be a lot of potential in considering this possibility. One example would be
to set affordability thresholds. We could, for instance, automatically enable a rise in the
number of dwellings permitted on a lot equal to one for every $250,000 in its assessed value.
Once a lot hits three million in value, we could automatically enable up to twelve dwellings,
looking something like the building above. Thresholds for non-market housing could be set
even lower, enabling non-market developers (including the City) a competitive advantage in
securing lots. Cities could also take over the production of non-market dwellings themselves,
purchasing low-density lots and using their power over zoning to upzone and redevelop for
the higher densities needed to support a more economically diverse population.

1.13

Conclusions

Overall, there’s still lots to think through when asking if we have enough housing! But focusing on metrics can establish crucial common ground for providing answers. Stripping down
our metrics to their basics helps demonstrate their utility in terms of what answers they can
provide and who they give voice. Overall, price (and rent) metrics provide the best indicators
of whether we have enough housing to preserve or achieve market affordability. Non-market
waitlists and homeless counts provide the best indicators of local non-market housing need
(though they still exclude need from elsewhere). By contrast, residential crowding metrics
(people per dwelling) don’t generally tell us much in urbanized Canada, and tend to privilege
the voices of those already living in a place (e.g. the “winners” in finding housing). Dwelling
per land metrics point toward the limits often imposed upon getting to enough housing in a
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place, and potentially spell out the rewards for getting there in terms of sustainability and
urban vitality.
In terms of underlying logics, the market distribution of housing tracked by price metrics
is problematic insofar as the whims of the wealthy far outweigh the dire needs of the poor.
But when we simply wave away price metrics, and pretend we’re rationing out housing by
need instead (by only tracking persons per dwelling), then we’re saying we don’t care who
wins for the limited amount of housing we’re willing to offer when we ration out dwellings to
land. Really addressing housing need is a monumental and important task, and requires a
much greater investment in non-market housing. But questions quickly arise as to how nonmarket housing should be rationed, and advocates should pay more attention to providing
answers that don’t assume that no one ever moves.
More complicated, compound metrics are often constructed to make comparisons. These
can be useful, but can also lead analysts and policymakers astray. Care should be taken
in the examining the assumptions behind compound metrics and laying out the specific
research questions they are meant to address. They generally should not be taken as holistic
descriptions of housing markets, and should be employed jointly with a variety of other
metrics to place them in context.
Overall we’re in favour of continued exploration and development of housing metrics.
Key questions to be asked in future development include: 1) what question is the metric
meant to address? 2) what underlying processes is the metric to model? and 3) who gets to
“Vote” in the metric, and who gets left out?
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